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�So many things you do not know of me; I am not what you see. 
I am really something else. Maybe I should not be telling you this, but I need to turn to someone...�

Klio Tsitsikroni shares her heart-wrenching story of growing up in a dysfunctional family, before turning to drink
and drugs to escape the abuse and trauma of her unhappy childhood. Growing up in the 1970s as a young, Greek gay
girl meant that Klio struggled to be accepted. Turning to self-harm � a topic not heard of in those days � only isolated
her further from the ideals of society.

�If I can turn the demons into angels, my fears into dreams, then everything is possible in life...�

During time in rehab, Klio slowly learned to love herself and to once again believe in her dreams. It is there that she
met a group of prostitutes, all damaged in their own way, who came to show her love, shelter and friendship. Armed
with a determination to find her first love � Cheryl � Klio fought her addiction in order to turn her life around.

Inspired by authors such as Toni Morrison, Charles Bukowski and Constance Briscoe, Klio�s inspirational
autobiography demonstrates that, in the face of adversity, anyone can achieve their dreams. A moving read, Return
Me to Myself will appeal to anyone in the LGBT community, and to fans of autobiographies.

Having fought back from drug addiction, alcohol abuse and self-harm, KLIOTSITSIKRONI has turned her life around with courage
and faith. Previously living in South Africa, she now lives in London with her partner of 29 years and their three dogs. 
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